
Looking for a 
creative workspace?
Factsheet Coworking 

with workshop and meeting rooms



With the place, not only new possibilities for 
modern living are created, but also 
innovative forms of collaboration. The 
various coworking spaces, workshop areas 
and meeting rooms offer the perfect 
conditions for optimizing your own workflow, 
depending on your requirements.

Intro



the garage 
where everything started 

Facts

In our coworking area you will find everything you 
need for concentrated work or creative 
brainstorming. Several think tanks and 
workstations are available in the different areas. 
Also included: a small kitchenette where you can 
get hot and cold drinks. In addition, our outdoor 
area also offers numerous possibilities and serves 
the perfect backdrop for lunch or after work. 
Bookable individually, as a team or exclusively!

Size Capacity Equipment 

73 m² up to 45 pax workstations
screens 
think Tanks 
write-on wall surfaces
free Wifi 



the backyard  

The terrace adjoining the coworking area is not 
only a lounge area with lots of atmosphere, but 
also the perfect spot for a relaxed get-together or 
a deep breath in between. The view can be 
enjoyed particularly well here with food and drinks. 
Or simply take a breath of fresh air for new ideas! 
The access to the backyard via the garage is open 
to all guests of the coworking area.

where you can look ahead

Facts

Size Capacity Equipment 

106 m² up to 30 pax various seating options and 
lounge corners 
view included
free WiFi



Master & Mind
where we talk „Tacheles” 

Two meeting rooms offer table space for up to eight 
people. Because so many ideas don't even fit on a 
flipchart, there's a writable wall space for "big ideas"! 
Whether for a meeting, a presentation or a joint 
brainstorming session - what happens in the Mind & 
Master stays in the Mind & Master. Exclusively 
bookable.

Facts

Size Capacity Equipment 

Master: 29 m²
Mind: 23 m² 

10 pax  each large monitor 
write-on wall 
coat-hanging area
free WiFi



Separately bookable 
meeting room

Separately bookable 
meeting room
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the counter 
where the best parties happen 

Would you like even more happenings 
together? Then our community kitchen is the 
right choice as a combination of kitchen, table 
and living room. Whether it's an after-work 
get-together, a team building event, tastings 
or product launches - everyone comes 
together at the large table and in the cozy 
lounge area. The room is freely accessible to 
all guests of the place and the store, but can 
also be booked exclusively. 

Facts

Size Capacity Equipment 

49 m² 25–30 pax fully equipped kitchen 
including fridge and hob
numerous seating options 
free WiFi



the parlor  
where you can let your mind flow

The perfect spot for (team) events, joint 
film evenings, creative sessions or a little 
time-out - due to various seating options, 
there's enough space to develop freely. 
How about, for example, the presentation 
of an image spot or public viewing on our 
screen including bleachers? The room is 
freely accessible to all guests of the place 
and the store, but can also be booked 
exclusively. 

Facts

Size Capacity Equipment 

70 m² 25–30 pax seating options: 
lounge area & tiered seating 
screens 
free WiFi



the playroom  
where you never grew up 

Anything but a classic meeting room: Small but 
nice, the most creative ideas come to you quickly 
and easily in a relaxed atmosphere. Equipped with 
consoles and gadgets, our multifunctional room is 
the perfect source of inspiration and has direct 
access to the rooftop. The room is freely 
accessible to all overnight guests of the place.

Facts

Size Capacity Equipment 

23 m² approx. 10 pax various seating options
screen, console & many other 
gadgets
free WiFi 



the rooftop  
where sky’s the limit

In addition to our terrace at the coworking space 
in "the base", "the rooftop" in "the view" also offers 
space for common breathers, for lunch or after 
work. The lounge area is particularly cozy, with 
atmospheric fairy lights and a very special view. 
The terrace is freely accessible to all overnight 
guests of the place.

Facts

Size Capacity Equipment 

60 m² up to 30 pax various seating options and 
lounge corner
view included 
free WiFi



For every occasion
Our capabilities extend far beyond traditional meetings:  

Product Launch 

Whether it's a trendy fragrance or the presentation of the 

season's new sneaker, your new products launch successfully 

at the place.

Shooting 

The concept is ready, the models and the photo team are 

booked - and we offer a modern and changeable setting for 

your shooting.

Team Building

Strong events for strong teams - we provide the optimal 

place for an effective team building.

Assessment center

Looking for new employees? No problem! We also have 

enough space for your assessment center.

Retreats 

Working on complex topics in a private atmosphere? That is 

possible with us at any time.

Project Meetings

From team meetings to meetings with customers to internal 

status updates - we got you covered!



Prices 

You would like to book selected rooms 
exclusively? We will be happy to send you an 
individual offer!

Coworking in the garage:

€ 23,50 per day

incl. drinks and snacks

For a fresh start to your working day:

€ 7,90 Breakfast-Package 

with a sandwich or roll, 

hot drink and juice from the store



Let’s talk! 

Helene Dick 
Reservation Manager

Mobile: +49 9132 9024497
E-Mail: reservation@the-place-to.be
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